
Materials List 
Light and Color in Landscape  
Lana Ballot 

Paper: 
9"x12" is a good size for a workshop, unless you are working fast.


A few sheets of sketching paper for value studies, it can be regular (non sanded) Canson paper.


UArt Premium Sanded Pastel Paper, 9”x12”, 400 or 500 grade

We’ll use neutral UArt paper, 4-5 sheets depending on how fast you work.


Pastels: 
I use a combination of harder and softer pastels in my paintings

(If you need to see which brands are considered to be hard or soft, see Dakota Pastels site - 
they organized the pastel brands in categories based on how hard or soft they are https:// 
www.dakotapastels.com/products/soft-pastels-all)


Hard Pastels 
Prismacolor NuPastels https://www.dickblick.com/products/
prismacolor-nupastel-color-sticks/

Make sure to have a basic range of colors ( for underpainting and first layer block-in), you can 
get a small set if you don’t have any hard pastels yet. You can also use Rembrandt for this 
purpose.


Soft Pastels 
Make sure that in each main color family you have at least 3-4 values (from dark to light) and 
have warm and cool versions of colors in those color families. It’s also important to have some 
saturated bright colors as we cannot mix those if we don’t have them. A few intense dark 
colors are also great to have (like Terry Ludwig Eggplant).


Other materials:


Flat synthetic brush - for underpainting, about 3/4" or 1" wide. You can use a cheap 
synthetic brush. Here’s the one I’m using for this purpose http://www.michaels.com/soft-
grip-glaze- wash-brush/M10329394.html?dwvar_M10329394_size=3%2F4%22#q=soft-
grip&start=7


A bristle brush (for removing pastels from areas if needed), an old brush is fine. A flat brush 
works better for this purpose than a round one. ¾” or 1” is good. This brush should always 
stay dry.


Soft Charcoal Pencil or vine charcoal for small sketches, plus white charcoal or white 
Nupastel for highlights.


Artist tape 

Tracing paper or glassine - to cover the finished work.


A foam board - to tape your paper to it while working and, later,  to carry it safely, 16” x 
20” should be fine.


Paper Towels 

Gloves if you can work in them, or at least Baby Wipes for clean up.
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